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There is no perfect guide to navigating entrepreneurship and no two entrepreneurs will
take the same path. Some are brand new and trying to carve their way, while others are
well-experienced travelers. Junction is where companies join together to learn from one
another, grow together and leave equipped for their journey ahead. It is the intersection of
Founders and Foundations.
Throughout the program, entrepreneurs collaborate, inspire, support and celebrate as they
work with advisors to breakthrough, advance and scale further, faster. The program includes
a mix of in-class educational sessions, hands-on workshops, special events, mental health
awareness, 1:1 advisor coaching, and peer-learning. All led by some really smart people
and local business leaders.
Startups graduate with a Data Room - an organized compilation of startup documents in
one secure location. Think of a company as a giant puzzle. The pieces are the components
that make up the business, and Junction shows entrepreneurs how to put them together.
It helps founders build a strong foundation as an entrepreneur and sets them apart from
the competition, providing them with an unfair advantage when approaching investors,
partners and customers. Junction prepares ventures to take full advantage of seed
accelerators after graduation so they can hit the ground running.

platformcalgary.com/junction
#JunctionFxF

Company | Block Talk
Founder | Michael Murray
blocktalk.ca
When a critical incident occurred two
blocks from his home, and Michael Murray
did not hear about it until 10 hours later,
he became concerned about the safety of
his family and neighbourhood. He wanted
a better way to communicate and receive
key information about his community in
real-time.
A modern day neighbourhood watch app,
Block Talk re-connects community and
makes people feel safe by allowing you to
send and receive safety alerts specific to the
hyperlocal geographical communities that
you choose to follow. A typical Block Talk
user will receive urgent safety alerts from
the areas where they live, work and play.

The technology is currently available in
Calgary, Okotoks, Chestermere, Cochrane,
Airdrie, Foothills County, Wetaskiwin,
Wetaskiwin County, Millet, & Pigeon Lake.

Achievements |
•

Building and launching the
technology, and recognizing
communities that could benefit
from it

•

Gaining 4,700+ users

Future Goals |
•

Reach communities across
North America

“Thanks to everyone at Platform, I am much
more efficient in executing on sales and
have the knowledge and confidence to
grow and manage this company into the
future!”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Media

2018

+4,700,
5 Paying Clients

Yes

Company | Fanoramas
Founders | Jamie Wood & Al Hamilton
fanoramas.com

within the platform and leverage a market
research tool for asking fans questions. The
platform helps drive revenue for teams as
well with data and analytics of the crowd.

As an avid sports fan, Al Hamilton felt that
live sporting events left something to be
desired, an effective way to bring the memory home. That’s where Fanoramas was
born, it’s an event photography platform
that captures fan reactions during epic
moments. Their technology is an in-venue
installation scalable to any size venue.

Achievements |

Fanoramas has three customers: fans,
teams and their sponsors.
Fans get photo galleries of themselves
enjoying the big moments at games, sponsors are able to interject ads and contests

•
•

3 market trials with customer
validation
2 successful beta tests of the
platform

Future Goals |
•
•
•

Build out to 40 stadiums.
Complete the mobile build to be
on tour with entertainers
Build a sales funnel and complete
the first round of equity fundraising

“Junction has helped us focus on getting
organized as a business. The program has
helped us identify the things we didn’t
know we didn’t know’ and prepare us
for the next growth phase. The program
content has been extremely valuable and
the quality of the advisors and the EIRs is
top notch. We are grateful to have had the
opportunity to participate!”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Sports Tech

2012

2

No

Company | Fohn
Founder | Jennifer Reaburn
fohncycling.com
A competitive cyclist, Jennifer Reaburn
began Fohn to help athletes in their
training, prevent injury and unlock their full
potential. Currently, athletes primarily use
heart rate to track their training - a fantastic
tool for measuring the cardiovascular
system but not particularly useful if your
sport requires the use of significant physical
strength and power.
Fohn redefines how performance is
measured with a wearable technology
that captures muscle activity to determine
muscle fatigue and prevent injury before
it happens. Are the right muscles
being used at the right times? Are they
imbalanced from one side to the other?
Those insights and understanding how your
muscle system is behaving helps athletes

catch and address concerns before they
get injured - optimizing training and any
required recovery.

Achievements |
•
•

Developing a working minimum
viable product (MVP)
Getting teams on board: two
teams in the United States and
one local team

Future Goals |
•

•

Get the MVP to state where it
can be sent to additional teams
for testing
Gain the foundational knowledge
needed in order to build a strong
business

“Junction helped me fill in the missing piece
of my business, as a technical co-founder
who has never started a business, the
content was phenomenal for filling that
missing gap. I entered unsure of how to
proceed, too focused on the product, and
now I have confidence in my business, the
knowledge to take my business to our next
milestones, and the skills to keep going
long after those milestones are met.”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Sports Tech

2018

3 teams
testing MVP

No

Company | GroupHop
Founders | Chris Horback &
Zachary Novak
grouphoptravel.com
As a youth sports coach, Chris Horback
identified pain points and certain needs
when travelling as a group. Currently, the
process is entirely manual or relies on
people booking their own trips individually
while trying to align with other schedules.

Achievements |
•

Alpha tested a prototype and
received customer feedback

Future Goals |
•
•
•

Build, validate, and scale
Launch a public beta within the
next few weeks
Grow into a successful Calgarybased technology company

GroupHop is on a mission to take the stress
out of group travel by bridging the gap,
digitizing the manual process and unifying
the individual process. The online platform
makes booking and management of group
travel seamless, stress-free and easy.

“Junction has helped us build and maintain
a cadence to our operations. Additionally,
it drew our attention to gaps and updates
that our data room required given the
evolution of our business model and
direction.”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Travel

2018

No

No

Company | Project Recapture
Founders | Wesley Sessenwein,
Jenn Hunter, & Johan Lee
projectrecapture.com
Project Recapture is spearheaded by
passionate construction professionals.
Wesley, Jenn and Johan have invested
in a technology to help the relationship
between project owners and contractors as
they work through their project approving
construction costs.
They started their business doing manual
construction audits at the end of projects. It
was there that they realized an automated
solution would simplify the process,
allowing data to be collected at a granular
level. They built rules into algorithms that a
computer software would use to highlight
for approval prior to payment.

Achievements |
•
•

Developed a coast-to-coast sales
funnel
Have an MVP to pilot

Future Goals |
•

Expanding to the US Market

“The ability to connect with a qualified
network of EIR’s and advisors has been very
helpful in tightening Project Recapture’s
path. You can spend months working your
network to have quality time and input from
the professionals we met here on day 1”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Industrial

2018

Yes

Yes

Company | Sawback Technologies
Founder | Neil Keown
sawbacktech.ca
Caught up in the oil and gas downturn
in 2016, Neil Keown began looking for a
career outside of his electrical engineering
background, and founded Sawback
Technologies to provide remote-sensing
solutions to clients in the oil/gas, heavy
construction, and engineering sectors.

a fraction of the time, and with minimal
environmental impact, compared to
existing solutions.

Achievements |
•

Development and introduction of
a new sensor technology

Future Goals |
•

Successfully commercialize this
new sensor to the UAV industry
within North America

Due to market demand, the company has
developed a light-weight sensor to visualize
objects underneath the ground, without
touching the ground. This new sensor
allows clients to find hidden liabilities, in

“Junction has helped equip my startup
with the skills to build the foundation for a
successful, and scalable, business.”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Aerospace

2018

5

Yes

Company | Shareyeo
Founder | Tarandeep Signh Kainth
shareyeo.com
Being a photographer, Tarandeep Singh
Kainth often found it difficult to track down
and rent miscellaneous photography
and videography equipment that he
temporarily needed for specific shoots.
With professional camera stores charging
high rental fees and damage deposits
that he couldn’t afford, and with little luck
on renting from social groups, Tarandeep
started Sharyeo Inc.
Sharyeo is a platform where creatives such
as photographers, videographers and DJs
can go and rent or lend equipment. It is a
community where underutilized equipment
is being served more and people are able
to afford to rent the equipment that they
need for the short term from trusted locals.

Achievements |
•

•

•

Built a prototype within
three months of starting the
company
Recognition in several pitch
competitions, including EEEL
Entrepreneur of the Year
Received funding/mentorship
through Mount Royal University

Future Goals |
•
•
•

Generate revenue by the end of
the year
Be accessible across Canada
within the next 3-5 years
Become a global technology
company within the next 5-10 years

“Junction has allowed Sharyeo to
understand the practical implications of
lean thinking. Many times you hear about
abstract concepts like lean methodology,
but you do not understand how in practice
it will look for your business. Through
Junction we have been to take broad
topics and apply them in all aspects
of our business, allowing us to save
time and money and become scrappier
entrepreneurs.”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Sharing Economy

2018

200 Users
Committed

No

Company | WUX
Founders | Maria Lizaraz &
Nicholas Marciales
wux.ai

Achievements |

Currently based in Colombia, WUX has
developed an AI network sensor that can
test a wireless, cable or mobile network as
a user and evaluate it as a network expert.
It gives customers visibility where they don’t
usually have it, by quickly identifying and
solving data network issues without having
expert staff on site.

Future Goals |

•
•

•
•
•

Validation of the technology
through a university network
Securing a first demo with a major
Chilean company
Incorporate and base operations
in Canada
Access the US, European, and 5G
mobile network markets
Securing major Canadian &
Australian telecoms

Whether microwaves, routing or firewall
issues, the technology is able to pinpoint
where interference and other issues are
coming from in both wireless and cable
networks. WUX is here make your network
self-healing and real-time adapting
“It is never easy to leave your comfort zone and
risk leaving your country, where you have to
begin from scratch. Platform became our support
network in Calgary, where we received the tools
to take our startup to the next level. We quickly
realized that there were lots of things that we
didn’t know and that it is the little details that
make a great company. Thank you Platform
because we feel more prepared to take over the
world and for allowing us to meet great people
and make life-long relations.”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

IoT

2018

6 Users

No

Company | YourBusinessSale.com
Founder | Laura Harrison
yourbusinesssale.com
YourBusinessSale.com founder,
Laura Harrison, came up with the idea for
her company when she was trying to sell her
own business. Frustrated with the current
process, she realized this was also a business opportunity. The preparation for a sale
requires careful selection of the people you
will work with and a clear understanding
of the process. Through YourBusinessSale.
com, all parties work collectively to ensure
the customer is equipped to move through
each phase with ease.

Achievements |
•

Filling the pilot program within
24 hours

Future Goals |
•

•

•

Be the main source of information
for small business owners looking
to buy or sell a business.
Aid in the nurture cycle for service
professionals. We connect clients
who know the value of the service
provider to providers who have
shown excellence in their field.
Saving both professionals and
clients time and money.
Be an “exit guide” program, for
businesses that may not meet
the revenue minimums of service
providers.

“Junction was filled with many opportunities
to refine my business, both through the
content provided, but especially through
the connections to other entrepreneurs.
The team running the program has a
deep-rooted passion to make this program
the best for entrepreneurs, which we all
benefited from. I have saved countless
headaches and wasted time because of the
Junction program.”

Sector

Founded

Customers

Revenue

Consulting

2018

3

Yes

PROGRAM TEAM

Saadia Syed
Claire Lelievre
Bilal Rasool
David Yiptong
Kevin Franco*
Madeline Kendrew

|
|
|
|
|
|

Advisor
Advisor
Advisor
Advisor
Program Guide
Program Manager

ENTREPRENEURS IN RESIDENCE

Juan Benitez
David Bocking
Scott Pickard*
Heather Herring
Kevin Dahl
Elena Dumitrascu*

|
|
|
|
|
|

Ascentis Consulting Inc.
InnoTraction Solutions Inc.
Ventures Eleven
Make It So Inc.
Looptid Technologies Ltd.
TerraHub

GUEST SPEAKERS
Tony Esteves | iOnTheBall
iontheball.ca
The Importance of Saying “Yes”
The 6 Tools to Making Connections
Kevin Dahl | CIC
Business Model Canvas and Value
Proposition
Cathy Keough |
Calgary Councelling Center
Stress Defence for Entrepreneurs
Tracy Delfs | Balance Quest
balancequest.com
Wellness
Carey Houston & Jana Taylor |
321 Growth Academy
321growthacademy.com
Sales, Marketing and People
Rosalee Gordon, Martin L’Heuruex
& Martin Lazzarotto |
Launchbrite Consulting
Story Mapping
Pierre Doyon | VMSA
vmsaalberta.org
Board of Advisors
Sarah Morill | VMSA
vmsaalberta.org
Navigating the World of Mentorship

Juan Benitez |
Ascentis Consulting Inc.
Finance and Investment
Tim McCreight |
City of Calgary
Cybersecurity
Jim Wilson | Innovate Calgary
innovatecalgary.com
Intellectual Property
Elena Dumitrascu* |
TerraHub
terrahub.ca
Emerging Technologies for
Business Executives
Evan Hu |
Platform Calgary Board Chair
Culture Lab
Arleigh Vasconcellos | The Agency
theagencyinc.ca
Storytelling
The A100 | A100
thea100.org
Panel and Mentoring Sessions
Jim Gibson* | JAGYYC
Corporate Roundtable
* Rountable Facilitators

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

Spring 2019 Junction Cohort: Platformation
Thank you for all your hard work! Your commitment and
entrepreneurial spirit are helping to build a better community.

platformcalgary.com/junction

#JunctionFxF

